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The context: trends and the 

impact of the crisis

� Will poverty increase? Or does only the gap between rich and 
poor widen? And what with the middle class?

� The importance of consumption: its symbolic value

� Technological developments are creating walls

� Economic restructuring and the impact on unskilled labour

� Individualisation and isolation

� The unequal distribution of risks in a risk society 

� The decline of the welfare state: social assistance replaces social 
security

� Globalisation and diversity

� Are there any transition zones left?



� Energy poverty results not only from low income, high energy 
prices or ‘bad’ spending habits but is also connected with bad 
housing quality

� High energy consumption ���� indebtedness ���� deeper in problems

� Very much forgotten: the hidden face of energy poverty, when 
households suffer shortages (cold, dark) because they want ends 
meet at end of the month

� How to reduce energy poverty?

� Higher income, lower prices

� Less consumption through behavioural changes and/or 
structural interventions in dwelling (such as through better 
isolation ���� at the individual or the collective level (social 
housing)
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� Low income housing usually is in deprived, less 

respected and often stigmatised neighbourhoods

� Farther away from job opportunities (in terms of 

connectivity – lack of public transport)

� Lower chances to get a job because of stigma on 

neighbourhood (pre-selection on basis of address)
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� Less well suited for children’s study needs (noisy, 

several activities in same room, …)

� Contributes to their isolation: not a place to invite their 

friends

� Same goes for the parents: ashamed (and lacking the 

financial means to receive guests)

� Neighbourhood also contributes to isolation (lack of 

public transport, public and private services)
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� Physical impact: damp, dark, cramped, noisy, situated 

in less healthy environment (close to motorways, 

industrial activities)

� Mental health: stress resulting from having to live with 

tensions between demands that can’t be met, such as 

paying bills (so: not so much a psychological 

phenomenon)

� Results often in ‘coping’ strategies that are detrimental 
to health (smoking, drinking, bad eating habits) ����

which closes the circle
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� New (centre-)right government dominated by a neo-liberal 

nationalist party.

� Minister for social housing, equal opportunities, poverty policies & 

other social matters is from this party.

� Basic line regarding housing: ‘The rights of the tenants have been 

respected too much; those of the landlords have been 

neglected’.

� Part of their ideological framework: “Blaming the victim”

� Social housing accounts for 7% of total housing stock in Belgium; 

for 6% in Flanders. 100.000 households on waiting list but no 

money for speeding up construction of new social dwellings
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A New Government in Flanders



� Lifelong contracts for residents of social housing have been 

abolished (“It is not a hammock but a launching pad”). Which 

seems logical but…

� Only alternative is the secondary rental market, which is of a very 

low standard in Flanders

� Social housing blocks and estates risk becoming ghetto’s (even 

more stigmatised, lack of role models)

� ‘Entrance exam’on the actual knowledge of Dutch (high threshold 

for recent newcomers)

� Easy eviction of tenants “who are a nuisance”

� Easy way to shorten the waiting list?
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A shift in social housing policies



� In recent years an annual increase in the number of dwellings of 

about 10%: end 2013 reaching the number of 7.025. 

� But: waiting list of over 25.000.

� Increased support for social rental agencies: financial, but what 

with social support?

� Which combines caring for (some) landlords and social concerns.

� Preparing a shift from social housing to private sector?
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Social Rental Agencies in 

Flanders 


